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Constrained Monte CarloConstrained Monte Carlo
 Solve evolution equation

 Can have different arguments of running
coupling and treatment of soft region
  depart from DGLAP evolution

• Iterative solution can be written in terms of
four-momentum of emissions

 Solve evolution equationSolve evolution equation

 Can have different arguments of runningCan have different arguments of running
coupling and treatment of soft regioncoupling and treatment of soft region
   depart from DGLAP evolutiondepart from DGLAP evolution

•• Iterative solution can be written in terms ofIterative solution can be written in terms of
four-momentum of emissionsfour-momentum of emissions
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Constrained Monte CarloConstrained Monte Carlo
 Iterative Solution

 Insert delta condition to fix final x value
 This constraint is satisfied by CMC algorithm (see talk

of S. Jadach)

 Iterative SolutionIterative Solution

 Insert delta condition to fix finalInsert delta condition to fix final  xx value value
 This constraint is satisfiedThis constraint is satisfied  by CMC algorithm (see talkby CMC algorithm (see talk

of S. of S. JadachJadach))
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Combining two hemispheresCombining two hemispheres
 We have an algorithm to generate one shower

 Want to construct algorithm for HH→ colourless object
 To combine two we must fix the partonic s

 Necessary for resonances, etc.
 Impose an additional delta function

 Now s is given by the full momentum
reconstructed s, rather than just x1 x2 S

 We have an algorithm to generate one showerWe have an algorithm to generate one shower
 Want to construct algorithm for Want to construct algorithm for HHHH→→  colourlesscolourless object object

 To combine two we must fix the To combine two we must fix the partonic partonic ss
 NecessaryNecessary  for resonances, etc.for resonances, etc.

 Impose an additional delta functionImpose an additional delta function

 Now s isNow s is  given by the full momentumgiven by the full momentum
reconstructed reconstructed ss, rather than just , rather than just xx11 x x22 S S
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Combining two hemispheresCombining two hemispheres
 Result is

 A factorization formula
 If we “downgrade” our shower to produce partons with

no kT we retrieve standard collinear factorization
formula

 The extra delta can be satisfied by rescaling
momentum by common factor, Y

 Result isResult is

 A factorization formulaA factorization formula
 If weIf we  ““downgradedowngrade”” our shower to produce  our shower to produce partons partons withwith

nono k kTT  we retrievewe retrieve  standard collinear factorizationstandard collinear factorization
formulaformula

 The extra delta can be satisfied by rescalingThe extra delta can be satisfied by rescaling
momentum by common factor,momentum by common factor,  YY
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Combining two hemispheresCombining two hemispheres
 CMC evolution variable is related to rapidity
 The maximum evolution time is defined for each

hemisphere by some division line, η*

• Final result for cross section is

 CMC evolution variable is related to rapidityCMC evolution variable is related to rapidity
 The maximum evolution time is defined for eachThe maximum evolution time is defined for each

hemisphere by some division line, hemisphere by some division line, ηη**

•• FinalFinal  result for cross section isresult for cross section is
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Issues for matchingIssues for matching
 In order to use the evolution operators, U, and

match the hard process at NLO we must address
 IR regularization of ME
 Double counting
 Finite effects in collinear region
 Negative weights
 Connection to factorization theorems and schemes

 In order to use the evolution operators,In order to use the evolution operators,  UU, and, and
match the hard process at NLO we must addressmatch the hard process at NLO we must address
 IR regularization of MEIR regularization of ME
 Double countingDouble counting
 Finite effects in collinear regionFinite effects in collinear region
 Negative weightsNegative weights
 Connection to factorization theorems and schemesConnection to factorization theorems and schemes
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NLO Matrix ElementNLO Matrix Element
 NLO calculation (from Feynman diagrams) is

generally of the form (in 4-2ε dimensions)

 Angular variable is implicit
 p+ and p- are light-cone components of gluon emission

 NLO calculation (from Feynman diagrams) isNLO calculation (from Feynman diagrams) is
generally of the form (in 4-2generally of the form (in 4-2εε  dimensions)dimensions)

 Angular variable is implicitAngular variable is implicit
 pp++  and and pp--  are light-cone components of gluon emissionare light-cone components of gluon emission
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NLO CalculationNLO Calculation
 Soft singularities from real cancel with

virtual singularities
 Collinear singularities are treated by

factorization scheme
 Using the factorization scheme and sense of

distributions the NLO result is

 Soft singularities from real cancel withSoft singularities from real cancel with
virtual singularitiesvirtual singularities

 Collinear singularities are treated byCollinear singularities are treated by
factorization schemefactorization scheme

 Using theUsing the  factorization scheme and sense offactorization scheme and sense of
distributions thedistributions the  NLO result isNLO result is
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Counterterm for NLOCounterterm for NLO
 To avoid double counting we use kernel of

MC as a counterterm
 Virtual counterterm is minus the integral of

the real one
 Subtraction terms phase space is divided in

the same manner as the MC , η*

 To avoid double counting we use kernel ofTo avoid double counting we use kernel of
MC as a MC as a countertermcounterterm

 Virtual Virtual counterterm counterterm is minus the integral ofis minus the integral of
the real onethe real one

 Subtraction termsSubtraction terms  phase space is dividedphase space is divided  inin
the same manner as thethe same manner as the  MC MC , , ηη**
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 The virtual counterterm is then

 The η*2 piece is residual effect of hemisphere matching.
Disappears from all physical observables

 The virtualThe virtual counterterm counterterm is then is then

 The The ηη*2*2 piece is residual effect of hemisphere matching. piece is residual effect of hemisphere matching.
Disappears from all physical observablesDisappears from all physical observables
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Subtraction Term vs. Parton ShowerSubtraction Term vs. Parton Shower

 Due to ordering and IR regulator the
subtraction term differs from PS
contribution

 DueDue  to ordering and IR regulator theto ordering and IR regulator the
subtraction term differs from PSsubtraction term differs from PS
contributioncontribution
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Subtraction Term vs. Parton ShowerSubtraction Term vs. Parton Shower

 We have the regularized quantity

 Where the counterterm can be written as

 And the quantity

  will be of interest later on…

 We have the regularized quantityWe have the regularized quantity

 Where theWhere the counterterm counterterm can be written as can be written as

 And the quantityAnd the quantity

  will be of interest later on  will be of interest later on……
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Subtraction Term vs. Parton ShowerSubtraction Term vs. Parton Shower

 The soft region can be ignored for IR safe
observables
 These are “unresolvable” emissions from PS

 The collinear region has the same structure
as in collinear pdf
 Can isolate poles order-by-order and use these

to renormalize the bare proton distribution
 These collinear poles have the same form as

in standard pdf, can use the same
prescription as MS

 The soft region can beThe soft region can be  ignored for IR safeignored for IR safe
observablesobservables
 These are These are ““unresolvableunresolvable”” emissions from PS emissions from PS

 The collinear region has the same structureThe collinear region has the same structure
as in collinear pdfas in collinear pdf
 Can isolateCan isolate  poles order-by-order and use thesepoles order-by-order and use these

to renormalize the bare protonto renormalize the bare proton  distributiondistribution
 These collinear poles have the same form asThese collinear poles have the same form as

in standard pdf, can use the samein standard pdf, can use the same
prescription as MSprescription as MS
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Subtraction Term vs. Parton ShowerSubtraction Term vs. Parton Shower

 After using a factorization scheme there is some
finite scheme-dependent piece of ρC remaining

 This defines a collinear NLO correction
 For those familiar with MC@NLO these are the same

as the 2 tilde contributions
 Treated by longitudinal boost

 Optimal treatment for CMC is still under
investigation

 After using a factorization scheme there is someAfter using a factorization scheme there is some
finite scheme-dependent piece of finite scheme-dependent piece of ρρCC remaining remaining

 This defines a collinear NLO correctionThis defines a collinear NLO correction
 For those familiar with MC@NLO these are the sameFor those familiar with MC@NLO these are the same

as the 2 tilde contributionsas the 2 tilde contributions
 Treated by longitudinal boostTreated by longitudinal boost

 Optimal treatment for CMC is stillOptimal treatment for CMC is still  underunder
investigationinvestigation
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Matching prescriptionMatching prescription
 We return to our factorization formula

 We then separate each evolution operator at some
rapidity, ξ  (                             )

 We return to our factorization formulaWe return to our factorization formula

 We then separate each evolution operator at someWe then separate each evolution operator at some
rapidity, rapidity, ξξ  (                             )  (                             )
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Matching prescriptionMatching prescription
 Logical choice of  ξ last emission from

either leg

•Choose emission with highest pT

 Logical choice of Logical choice of   ξξ  last emissionlast emission  fromfrom
either legeither leg

••ChooseChoose  emissionemission  with highestwith highest  ppTT
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Matching prescriptionMatching prescription
 We define an additional weight factor, β such that

the NLO cross section is
 We define an additional weight factor, We define an additional weight factor, ββ such that such that

the NLO cross section isthe NLO cross section is
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Matching prescriptionMatching prescription
 Expanding to O(αS )

• Comparing to standard factorization formula

 Expanding to Expanding to O(O(ααS S ))

•• Comparing to standard factorization formulaComparing to standard factorization formula
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Matching prescriptionMatching prescription
 Thus we find Thus we findThus we find
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ConclusionConclusion
 We have a Monte Carlo which generates parton

shower in both forward and backward hemisphere
 Constructed in a non-Markovian way
 Full coverage of phase space

 Prescription for regularizing NLO calculation
 Method for matching parton shower to NLO

calculation
 Some connection factorization theorem

 Scheme dependent contributions

 We have a Monte Carlo which generates We have a Monte Carlo which generates partonparton
shower in both forward and backward hemisphereshower in both forward and backward hemisphere
 Constructed in a non-Constructed in a non-MarkovianMarkovian way way
 Full coverage of phase spaceFull coverage of phase space

 Prescription for regularizing NLO calculationPrescription for regularizing NLO calculation
 Method for matchingMethod for matching parton parton shower to NLO shower to NLO

calculationcalculation
 Some connection factorization theoremSome connection factorization theorem

 Scheme dependent contributionsScheme dependent contributions
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ConclusionConclusion
 Currently implementing W+ W- at NLO
 Remaining issues

 Must implement quark-gluon transitions in
parton shower for two hemispheres

 Must fit initial parton distributions to DIS data
 Would like to use matched NLO DIS for fits

 Once working for one process should be
quick to implement additional processes

 Currently implementing WCurrently implementing W++ W W-- at NLO at NLO
 Remaining issuesRemaining issues

 Must implement quark-gluon transitions inMust implement quark-gluon transitions in
partonparton shower for two hemispheres shower for two hemispheres

 Must fit initialMust fit initial parton parton distributions to DIS data distributions to DIS data
 Would like to use matched NLO DIS for fitsWould like to use matched NLO DIS for fits

 Once working for one process should beOnce working for one process should be
quick to implement additional processesquick to implement additional processes


